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Supports All Major

Platforms

• AIX 4.3+
• HP-UX 10.2+
• Linux
• Solaris
• Windows 98
• Windows ME
• Windows NT
• Windows 2000
• Windows XP

• Calcomp Plot files
• CALS Raster Type 1
• CATIA Picture Files
• CCITT Group 3 and 4
(TIFF class F)

• CGM
• GIF 87a and 89a
• Ideas Picture File
(input)
• HP-GL

• JPEG
• JPEG 2000
• OS/2 Bitmap (BMP)
• PCX

• PDF
• PNG
• Portable Bit Map
(PBM)
• PostScript

• SUN Raster
• Silicon Graphics
RGB
• Starbase

• Targa
• Text files
• TIFF
• Windows Bitmap (BMP)
• X Windows Dump (XWD)

Supported File Formats

Compatibility
AGI and Camcorp
maintain partner
relationship with
hardware and software
vendors (HP, IBM,
SUN, SGI, Microsoft,
EDS, Catia, Unigraphics,
Minolta) to assure
compatibility with the
most recent offerings.

Hot Line & On Site
Support
C.A.M. Corporation is
a distributor and help
desk for the AGI’s
EasyCopy family of
products. Camcorp
maintains a hot line
desk and staff backed
by AGI’s support
group to offer problem
solving and training of
the EasyCopy product.
Support available at
support@camcorpusa.com
or 810.231.2883.

How do I get the new EasyCopy?
One of two ways:

• Download the new version from our web site: www.camcorpusa.com

• Call us or email (support@camcorpusa.com) and we will burn you a new CD with all

the supported platforms (Unix & Windows).

  EasyCopy Tip
HPGL to CGM conversion

The following script will do the HPGL to CGM conversion for you:

#!/bin/sh
SYSDIR= <easycopydir>/system
export SYSDIR
<easycopydir>/bin/<platform>/easyhpql.bin $1 -out $2

(replace <easycopydir> and <platform> with the proper values for your system).

Usage: <scriptname> <infile> <outfile>

easyhpgl.bin does take other parameters as well. You may learn about these by doing ‘easyhpgl.bin-h’.

Phone 800.757.0800

Fax 810.231.4920

www.CamCorpUSA.com

The overriding theme heard from our

customers was “Keep it Simple” according to Lisbeth

Andersen (CEO of Augrin A/S-EasyCopy Developer).

Lisbeth visited many of our customers in both USA and

Europe and usually heard the comment that the strongest

feature of EasyCopy was that it was so easy to use. Our

customers expressed hope that as additional functionality

is added, Augrin would maintain the “easy to use” criteria.

Lisbeth went on to say that the major design criteria

will always include; it must be easy to use. When

consideration was given to adding the recent montage,

annotation, redline features, the question was always;

how do we make it easy to use?

In discussions with our customers, we found a

requirement to make simple annotations or create

1 or 2 slides for a presentation. Previously, a user

would have to ftp data to a windows pc and then

use some other program like PowerPoint or Word

to accomplish the task. The problem is that if

you don’t continuously use these programs, then,

the re-familiarization or learning curve adds

considerable amount of time that could have

been used in a design or problem solving function.

AGI has taken these most used functions, placed

them in EasyCopy thus ensuring they are easy to

use. Now, if your platform is UNIX or Windows,

you can stay within one application (EasyCopy)

to accomplish that quick annotation, presentation

or conversion.

The company and its system support staff receive

the added benefits realized in reducing the

number of applications.

EasyCopy 7.3 Release date 11-03-04 is here!
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Question:

Question & AnswerQuestion & Answer Answer:

The label function makes life easier, and sometimes “easy”

is what we need. If you are like me, I will send several

design iterations to the printer. Then, I will pick up my

prints and turn them over and write notes on them

identifying this was change so and so. With “ Label” I

can type in my notes (on UNIX, I could use any UNIX

command –such as date/time stamp) and place the label on

any of six different positions on the print. I could pre-type

the label and make my decision to include the label at

the time of printing, emailing or saving the file.

Here is how easy it is to use label:

• When you are ready to save, do a “save as” and this box

will come up.

• Type in the information you want and click OK and the

label will be on the file.

• It can also be done before you save by going under the

“options” box.

• Choose “Label” then type in your information and press OK.

It’s Simple But

Effective
Are you using the EasyCopy “Label function”?

If you are under software subscription service, it includes

on site training for our customers in Michigan, Ohio and

Indiana at no additional charge. The first training session

includes a presentation highlighting the features available

in EasyCopy followed by a live demonstration of using

the features and shortcuts. The training duration is

approximately 1 hour.  Just give us a call and we will

schedule the training at your site, at your convenience or

go on-line to www.camcorpusa.com and view our

training presentation PowerPoint slide show as well

as our Hands on Workshop (pdf).

Can EasyCopy be loaded onto a

Windows server?  Can the Windows

server serve EasyCopy to both

Windows and UNIX clients?

Any Unix or Windows server can act

as the License Dispatcher and serve

any platform. So just install the LD,

install the password(s) for this

Primary Key/IP address and use the

same password for any EasyCopy

client (Unix/Windows)


